ARNIE G. BONDAD
BS SECONDARY EDUCATION MAJOR IN ENGLISH

First, I would like to express my sincere gratitude as one of the chosen beneficiaries of
the Fountain of Hope Foundation Inc. Thank you for your generosity! It was of great
honor being selected and I am deeply appreciative of your support.
I am currently a Bachelor of Secondary Education Major in English with hopes of
becoming a high school teacher someday. I, together with my two other siblings were
raised by my parents who are now separated as of this moment which makes my
emotional life even harder.

My father is a tricycle driver while my mother is a

promodiser.
This is my favorite place of the house where I study in my little table.

The Foundation of Hope Foundation provided me with an opportunity to be the best
version of myself and to pursue my dream of graduating and working in my desired field
as a student. Since the pandemic, I've been unable to study due to a lack of resources,
as both my younger sister and I share the same device and mobile data. This time
around, we're also struggling financially resulting from my parents' separation due to
some personal issues. And being a scholar enabled me to work diligently and achieve
my goals. I am grateful that I was accepted as a scholar of the Foundation of Hope
Foundation, as it has helped me meet my academic needs. The word "thank you" is not
enough to express how thankful I am for being part of Foundation of Hope Foundation
Scholars.
The financial assistance from your scholarship makes a huge difference for me and my
family as we are having troubles in paying for my educational expenses such as the
internet or mobile data. However, the help that you have provided us will allow me to
focus more of my time for studying rather than thinking of where I could get the money
from.
This coming semester, I will be a 2nd year student which is also my second year with the
foundation. I am really looking forward to getting some real-life classroom experience
and being able to make a difference in the lives of the children I will be teaching.
Thank you again for your generosity and support. I am committed to working hard and
taking advantage of every opportunity I have in my time at the fountain of hope
foundation. I hope that in the future I will be able to give back to students with a
scholarship like yours. Thank you for making my dreams of a higher education a reality.

CHERRYL B. DAGALA
BS in COMPUTER ENGINEERING

I am Cherryl B. Dagala, 20 years of age. With the help of the foundation, I took up BS in
Computer Engineering. Now, I am currently working as a staff at a local computer shop.

Fountain of Hope Foundation helped me to support my needs in school and things that I
need to pay. It motivates me pursue studying and not only on financial, some FOHF
members also gives advice in what is best for me.

JOLINAH O. MANALO
BS ACCOUNTING INFORMATION SYSTEM

I am Jolinah D. Manalo, a 22-year-old college graduating student with a degree in
Accounting Information System. I've been a scholar of Fountain of Hope Foundation
since I was in second grade, and I am grateful to have been a part of it till now. Fountain
of Hope Foundation has been a tremendous help to not only me but also to my family.
Since I was in elementary, I've been able to buy school supplies, I've been able to
generate better outputs and projects in secondary school, and I've been able to help my
parents in funding for my college tuition especially during this time of pandemic. All of
this was possible because of the Fountain of Hope Foundation; I can't think how difficult
it would be for me and my family if we didn't have this opportunity. I pledge to do my

best to support this organization in any manner I can, just like they did for me
throughout my educational journey.

CRISTALYN ANGELES ALTEZEN
BACHELOR IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

I am Cristalyn Altezen a scholar of the fountain of hope foundation. My father works as
a construction worker while my mother is the one in charge of our house.
I can only say that how the fountain of hope foundation helped me. This foundation has
helped me so much because of the current pandemic and the hardships of life. I just got
into the scholarship because it helped me a lot in my studies because of the hardships
of life right now, especially since my parents lost their jobs and that I will also share your
help with my siblings, so it's a good thing I got into the scholar and I have a source of
money to spend on my studies so I am very grateful to have a fountain of hope
foundation like you that is ready to help students who want to graduate and also have a
hard time in life so I am very grateful and I belong to your foundation. I hope you can

help many more like me and young people who are ready to graduate and achieve their
dreams thank you very much God bless.

CHRISTIAN PAUL V. FERRER
GRADE 12 – INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY

I am Christian Paul V. Ferrer, 19 years of age residing at 1879 San Antonio St. Area B
Camarin Caloocan City, I am currently studying at Mystical Rose School of Caloocan
Inc.. I am the only child of my father, Jorge C. Ferrer a market vendor and my mother
Chona M. Vertulfo, who is a housewife. I am living now with my grandmom, Soledad
Ferrer since we have a broken family. She took care for me ever since.
Now, I am on my second semester und currently working out with a film as our final
project. I own two bikes, a mountain and a road bike which my grandma provided me. It
serves the purpose of my transportation to the school and other errands. I went to
places using my bike, I even reached Baguio province which is 18-hour ride.
Sometimes, I am given a chance to ride with my father and together, we road at
approximate distance of 298 kilometers. However, since the pandemic happened, I had
no chance of riding at all.
At first, it has been hard for me to adapt on the online class however, I managed
somehow. I started being a member of the foundation since elementary. It has been a

great help for me which supports my family as well. I hope that I could finish college and
continue as a beneficiary of the foundation. After graduating senior high school, I am
planning to take up BS in Information Technology. I wish to graduate college so I could
help my family when I find a job. Thank you very much.

ROMEL T. SAMOSINO
BS INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
I started as a beneficiary of the foundation when I was in grade 5. It continued up to
grade 7, however, I failed during my grade 8 resulting to take me out of the program. I
came back on my 9th grade and very thankful to the foundation in letting me comeback
and up to now, on my 4th year in college, I am still a proud member.
As a member of the foundation, it has been of great help since I did not need to ask for
money to my parents anymore. Since my school is near I don’t need to take a ride
relieving myself and my family to transportation costs.
During the start of the pandemic my father got laid off his work, shifting to sell at the
market together with my mother. However, since it is pandemic, our sales got thinner

and thinner. The good thing is the foundation is there providing us extra cash to
alleviate the situation and it helped us a lot.
To the fountain of Hope foundation, thank you very much and I hope that you can help
more poor people and those in need.

MARICEL CODILLO
BACHELOR IN SECONDARY EDUCATION MAJOR IN ENGLISH
It is a blessing from God that this foundation exists for students like me who are unable
to support themselves financially during their academic careers. I owe a debt of
gratitude to this charity since you have provided me with the opportunity to pursue my
life-long ambition which is to finish my studies. We all know how hard/difficult it is having
no money to support financial needs this foundation make it possible for me.
I am 21 years old with wonderful kid shown below. My parents are both farmers who
supported me as the foundation assists in my studies. We are renting a house with my

partner.

ZHERENE E. VALDEZ
BS COMPUTER SCIENCE

I've been a scholar of fountain of hope foundation since high school up to college. I am
so lucky to be one of the scholars. I graduated last September 2020 but unfortunately,
the pandemic happened so we are not able to have a graduation ceremony and photos.
there's a pandemic, I just started working last year and now I am a care representative
agent of Teleperformance. My father has no job while my mother is a business woman /
entrepreneur.

MARIAFE VILLANUEVA
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION SYSTEM

Through financial help that the Fountain of Hope Foundation was given to me, I was
able to help my parents to give a little help on our expenses and it helps me to have
something that I can use to my needs in terms of studying and to my personal needs.
Fountain of Hope Foundation indeed gives hope to students to strive harder and reach
the goal to finished or graduate for they are not just supporting us financially but also
encouraging us and inspires us to improve, be better and useful as we should be.

This is where we live. We are just living with our relatives. It is quite messy but I can
manage.

ANNJULIE TANGKION
BACHELOR OF SECONDARY EDUCATION MAJOR IN ENGLISH

I am Annjulie Tangkion, 22 years old. I have two other siblings, raised by my parents,
my father who is a tricycle driver while my mother takes care of us at home. I have been
a beneficiary of the foundation for 2 years now.
Fountain of hope foundation is a big help in my financial needs, especially now that I am
a working student and not able to provide all the needs of my family. Being a scholar is
a big privilege to a student like me because not everyone has a chance to became a
scholar that's why I am very thankful to be part of this foundation.

ANDREA JASMIN M. BANTAOTAO
BS ACCOUNTING INFORMATION SYSTEM

I am Andrea, 21 years of age taking up Accounting Information System at the University
of Caloocan City. I have been a scholar for less than a year. My father is a painter while
my mother is a simple house wife.

Thanks to Fountain of Hope Foundation because I was able to buy books needed for
studying and it helps me to pay internet connection for me to attend online class. It is a
big help for me especially this time of pandemic.

This is our simple house. Living with me is my 2 other siblings.

ARRIANE GODALIEVE R. DAGLE
BSBA ENTREPRENEURIAL MANAGEMENT

I am Aryan, 18 years old taking up Entrepreneur Management at the University of
Caloocan City. I am an orphan now losing both of my parents at my early childhood. My
father was a pedicab driver while my mother is a private school teacher. Now, I have
been living with my Uncle, Mario Dagle which I am really thankful. I am living with my
three cousins, Gelo, David and Janjan. They are quite troublesome most of the times
especially the youngest Janjan.

I am really thankful that the foundation provides me an allowance for us to help in
paying our internet bills since this is very essential this pandemic season for we shifted
from face to face to online classes. As a member I have the responsibility to maintain
my grades and so far, My grades have been great.

I hope that the foundation will not stop in helping poor people just like me in achieving
our dreams. I love you all. Thank you very much and God bless!

